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A B S T R A C T

We present an updated version v2.2 of the R package W2CWM2C (a graphical tool for wavelet (cross)
correlation and multiple wavelet (cross) correlation analysis) v1.0. W2CWM2C contains a set of R functions
that improve the graphical representations of wavelet correlation and cross-correlation for the bivariate and
multivariate cases. The four functions contained in W2CWM2C are highly flexible since these functions contain
several parameters to personalize the correlation heat maps and the format of these graphics, which can be
displayed on the screen or can be saved as PNG, JPG, PDF or EPS. The W2CWM2C package also helps to handle
the input data (multivariate time series) easily as a list of N columns and provides a multivariate dataset to
exemplify its use. W2CWM2C is used for the first time to analyse multivariate climate time series..

Code metadata

Current code version v2.2
Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/SoftwareImpacts/SIMPAC-2023-14
Permanent link to Reproducible Capsule https://codeocean.com/capsule/4105900/tree/v1
Legal Code License GPL (>= 2) License
Code versioning system used None
Software code languages, tools, and services used R
Compilation requirements, operating environments & dependencies R (≥ 3.6), wavemulcor, waveslim, colorspace
If available Link to developer documentation/manual https://github.com/jomopo/W2CWM2C
Support email for questions josue.m.polanco@gmail.com

1. Introduction to W2CWM2C

W2CWM2C is an R package of graphical tools that helps with the
interpretation of the wavelet correlation and cross-correlation analysis
for bivariate and multivariate time series [1,2]. The four R functions
contained in W2CWM2C are based on the methods developed by [3,4].

he R package W2CWM2C V1.0 was published on CRAN (The Compre-
hensive R Archive Network) in November 2012 and its corresponding
paper in 2014 [2], as well as the last update V.2.2 in January 2021 [1].
The main changes in the version V2.2 are related with some improve-
ments in the heat maps and the format of these plot outputs (e.g., now
it is possible to save these plots in four formats: PNG, JPG, PDF and
EPS; plus via screen), improvements in the documentation, and last but
not least, to fix some relevant bugs found by some users (look at the
Acknowledgements).

The code (and data) in this article has been certified as Reproducible by Code Ocean: (https://codeocean.com/). More information on the Reproducibility
adge Initiative is available at https://www.elsevier.com/physical-sciences-and-engineering/computer-science/journals.
∗ Correspondence to: GECOS-IME, University of Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain.
E-mail addresses: josue.polanco@usal.es, josue.m.polanco@gmail.com.

This papers focus on the impact of the software W2CWM2C during
the last ten years. We have decided to write a software update since
W2CWM2C has been downloaded from CRAN around 33,000 times
and the number of citations of its corresponding paper is close to 30
during the last ten years. These statistics do not seem very impressive,
but downloads of W2CWM2C have remained stable over the first five
years of its existence and have incremented conspicuously for the last
five years. For these reasons, we think that our software still has a lot to
offer to the scientific community. As the first application of W2CWM2C
was in financial research and despite the wavelet correlation functions
contained in our R package can be used with any type of time series
that are not stationary, this has not been yet used in other scientific
fields outside of economy, e.g., climate, ecology, geophysics, etc.

The functions contained in W2CWM2C are highly flexible since
these contains some parameters to personalize the visualization of
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the correlation heat maps. Furthermore, W2CWM2C also includes one
ataset, named dataexample that contains seven European stock
arket indices, to exemplify its use. However, in this paper, the
2CWM2C package is used for the first time to analyse multivariate

limate time series, and the results are shown in the illustrative exam-
le. This is done to introduce an application of W2CWM2C in other

different scientific field outside of the economy and financial sciences.
This will open up new opportunities to use the R package W2CWM2C
to study other types of complex phenomena.

2. Software description with illustrative examples

The package W2CWM2C is written in R and does not require compi-
lation or others external computational languages, and can be installed
and used in the main operating systems (Windows, GNU/Linux and
MacOS), since R is multiplatform. However, the W2CWM2C depends
on the following R packages: waveslim [5], wavemulcor [6], and col-
orspace [7], all of which are available on CRAN. The first one is
used to decompose the time series under analysis via the MODWT
(Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform) and to estimate the
wavelet correlation for the bivariate case. The second package helps
to estimate the wavelet correlation for the multivariate case, and the
third one is used to build the palettes of the heat maps for the wavelet
correlations. Moreover, W2CWM2C contains a relative moderate num-
ber of lines of code (ca. 450) in R, which were written specifically for
this purpose. W2CWM2C is free software (GPL) and is freely available
from CRAN [1], the official repository of R packages of the R project.

2.1. Software functionalities

The package W2CWM2C includes four functions: (1) the WC
(‘‘wavelet correlation’’) that estimates and plots as a heat map the
wavelet correlation coefficients for the bivariate case for a group of
time series (six as a maximum; for more than six series we suggest
using the WMC function). That is, WC generates a heat map of the
𝐶𝑀,2 pairwise comparisons, which are plotted in descending order
with respect to the sum of all the wavelet correlation coefficients for
each pairwise comparison [2]. This function is based on the works
of [4,5], in particular the waveslim wave.multiple.correlation
function. (2) The WCC (‘‘wavelet cross-correlation’’) function estimates
and plots as a heat map the wavelet cross-correlation coefficients for
two time series. This function is based on the work of [4,5], especially
on the waveslim spin.correlation function. (3) The WMC (‘‘wavelet
multiple correlation’’) is used to estimate and to plot as a heat map
the wavelet multiple correlation coefficients for the multivariate case.
(4) The WMCC (‘‘wavelet multiple cross-correlation’’) function estimates
and plots as a heat map the wavelet multiple cross-correlation coeffi-
cients [3,6] for the multivariate case. The last two functions use the
wave.multiple.correlation and wave.multiple.cross.
correlation functions from the R package wavemulcor [3,6] to com-
pute the wavelet multiple correlation and the wavelet cross-correlation
for the multivariate case. The correlation coefficients that are not
statistically significant (outside of the 95% CI) are plotted as blanks.
All the functions use the diverge_hcl function from the R package
colorspace to produce the palette of colours to be used in the correlation
heat maps. A description of their syntaxes is as follows:

(1) WC(inputDATA, Wname, J, device="screen",
filename, Hgif, WFig, Hpdf, Wpdf)

• inputDATA: a numeric array containing M regular (evenly
spaced) time series as a ts object.

• Wname: name of the wavelet filter used in the MODWT de-
composition of the time series under study. There are several
wavelet filters to be used, for example, it is common to use the
Daubechies orthonormal compactly supported wavelet of length

• J: it is the maximum level of the MODWT decomposition and
this must be an integer number. It is recommended to use round
(𝑙𝑜𝑔2(N)), where N is the number of rows or elements of
inputDATA [8,9].

• device: the type of output device for the plot output, by default
is ‘‘screen’’, but it is also possible to use ‘‘jpg’’, ‘‘png’’, ‘‘pdf’’ and
‘‘eps’’.

• filename: the output filename to save heat maps.
• Hfig/Wfig: the height/width of the JPG or PNG image to save

the wavelet correlation heat map.
• Hpdf/Wpdf: the height/width of the PDF or EPS format to save

the wavelet correlation heat map.

The output of WC is a heat map of the wavelet correlation coef-
ficients that are statistically significant (within the 95% confidence
interval) and a numerical list that contains two elements:

• wavcor.modwtsDAT: it is an array of dimensions 𝐶𝑀,2 × J
× 3, where the first element contains the wavelet correlation
coefficients and the other two elements are the lower and upper
bounds of the 95% confidence interval (CI) for these coefficients.

• to3DpL: this array also contains the wavelet correlation coef-
ficients as wavcor.modwtsDAT, but their elements have been
sorted in ascending order with respect to the wavelet scale J.

(2) WCC(inputDATA, Wname, J, lmax, device="screen",
filename, Hgif, WFig, Hpdf, Wpdf)

All of which have already been described except lmax, which is the
maximum lag for which the wavelet cross-correlation is computed. By
default is 30, but this value depends on the number of elements of the
time series under study.

The output of WCC is a heat map for the wavelet cross-correlation
coefficients that are statistically significant (within the 95% confidence
interval) and a list that contains these coefficients for each lag, whose
dimensions are given by (2 ⋅lmax + 1) × J.

(3) WMC(Wname, J, device="screen", filename, Hgif,
WFig, Hpdf, Wpdf)

All of which of these parameters have already been described. The
output of the function WMC produces a heat map of the wavelet multiple
correlation coefficients and a list (named LS), which contains two
objects: xy.mulcor and YmaxR. The first one contains the correlation
coefficients with their corresponding lower and upper bounds of the
95% confidence interval. The second object contains the index number
of the variable/s that gives the maximum correlation against a linear
combination of the rest of the variables under study [2,3].

(3) WMCC(Wname, J, lmax, device="screen", filename,
Hgif, WFig, Hpdf, Wpdf)

The parameters in WMCC have already been defined. The graphical
output is a heat map that shows the wavelet correlation coefficients
statistically significant (95% confidence), which includes small vertical
dashed lines to indicate the maximum correlation value for each J
level. This plot also includes a label to indicate the variable/s that
maximize the cross-correlation against a linear combination of the rest
of the variables for each J level [2,3]. On the other hand, the numerical
output is a list of two elements as in WMC but this list also includes
information about the lags.

Finally, the dataset included in W2CWM2C, named dataexample,
must be loaded manually (i.e. >data(dataexample)).
dataexample contains seven European stock market indices (daily
closing prices) spanning from January 2, 2004 to June 29, 2012 and
L = 8, i.e., ‘‘la8’’ [8]. come from Yahoo finance [1,2].
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Fig. 1. Climate time series (left) and the heat map (right) of the wavelet multiple cross-correlation coefficients obtained through the function WLMC from the R package
W2CWM2C [1]. Wavelet correlation coefficients that are not statistically significant (outside of the 95% CI) are in blank. The long dashed vertical lines indicate where in
time the highest wavelet correlation values are localized. The labels in the corner right side are the climate variables that maximize the wavelet multiple cross-correlation for each
wavelet scale.

1 load ( " data _ c l imate " )
2 inputDATA <− t s ( data _ c l imate [ , 2 :4 ] , s t a r t =1,

frequency=1)
3 Wname <− " la8 "
4 J <− 6
5 lmax <− 40
6 wmcc <− WMCC( inputDATA , Wname=Wname, J=J ,
7 lmax=lmax , device=" pdf " ,
8 f i lename=" example _WMCC" ,
9 Wpdf=12, Hpdf=9)

10

Listing 1: Code used to produce Fig. 1.

.2. Illustrative example

The illustrative example (Fig. 1) shows the output of the function
LMC. The R code used to produce this figure is in the Listing 1. The
limate variables are in anomalies of temperature (◦C), cover the years
rom 500 to 1850 and are paleoclimate reconstructions of MDRSST
Sea Surface Temperatures from the Main Developed Region — DMR
or tropical cyclones) [10], ENSO (El Niño-Southern Oscillation SST,
l Niño 3 region) [11], and AMO (The North Atlantic Multidecadal
scillation SST) [11]. These climate variables show a significant level
f correlation around the lag-0 for all the wavelet scales such as it is
xpected since the three climate variables are closely related at differ-
nt time-scales [8,10–12]. Furthermore, the main dominant climate
ariable is the MDRSST and to lesser extent the AMO. This result is in
oncordance with a recent study published by [8], though they used a
ynamic multiple wavelet correlation approach. For a deeper scientific
iscussion about this climate data analysis look at the aforementioned
ublication.

. Impact

The computational package W2CWM2C is intended for scientists
nd researchers who would like to conduct applied research on time
eries analysis, especially to find relationships between two or more
ariables. W2CWM2C is easy to use, is well documented and is avail-
ble freely from CRAN [1]. The first application of W2CWM2C was to
nalyse financial time series [2], perhaps for this reason this software
as been mainly used within this field despite this can be used in other
cientific disciplines. Till the date, W2CWM2C has been downloaded
3192 (on average 3300 times per year) times from CRAN (Fig. 2)
this statistic does not take into account other mirrors or repositories

different from CRAN). Fig. 2 (left) reveals that the number of down-
loads has remained relatively stable for the first five years with a
moderate trend to increase for the last five years. However, total yearly
sum of downloads (Fig. 2 right) increased conspicuously between 2019
and 2021 reaching its maximum value in 2020 with 6652 downloads,
though this number has decreased to 3385 in 2022. On the other hand,
total annual citations from Google Scholar (look at Refs. [13–23,23–
39] for the citations) for the time interval 2012—2022 is 29 (Fig. 3),
with a mean value of approximately three citations per year. Fig. 3
also reveals that the number of publications has increased considerably
since 2018 with a slight trend to decrease in 2022, but slightly above
of the average value of the citations. There seems to be an apparent
relationship between the number of downloads and citations per year,
i.e., an increases in the number of downloads perhaps implies an
increases in the number of citations. Although the opposite might also
be true, that is, an increases in the number of published papers and
citations can also provoke an increases in the number of downloads and
use of W2CWM2C. Unfortunately to address this hypothesis is beyond
the aim of this paper and it is not possible to probe this quantitatively
due to the limited number of data. Nevertheless from a pragmatic point
of view, the evidence of the impact of the software W2CWM2C in terms
of downloads, citations and use is quite clear. This indicates that the R
package W2CWM2C has an enormous potential not only to continue
being used in financial research, but also start being used in others
scientific and engineering fields, such as climatology and related areas
of research.

4. Conclusion and future development

Ten years after the publication of the R packageW2CWM2C, this has
been downloaded 33192 times from CRAN and has been cited 29 times
from Google Scholar. Both, the number of downloads and citations has
increased during the last 5 years indicating that W2CWM2C is still
alive. The main differences between the last version of W2CWM2C
with the first version is related with improvements in the correlation
heat maps and the format of these plots, in the documentation, and
to fix some relevant bugs found by some users. Furthermore, this
software paper introduces for the first time the W2CWM2C to analyse
multivariate climate time series, opening up new opportunities to use
this package in other fields outside of economy and financial sciences.

Our future plan includes implementation of more functions to be
included in W2CWM2C. For instance, one to address irregular (un-
evenly spaced) time series that are very common in diverse branches
of sciences and engineering (e.g. ecology, paleoclimate, geology or
oceanography). However, from our particular point of view, the most
imperative future direction of research will include in W2CWM2C a

causality test to infer causation between time series. This will be helpful
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Fig. 2. Number of downloads from CRAN for the R package W2CWM2C with daily (left) and yearly (cumulative sum; right) data spanning the time interval
4/11/2012—31/12/2022.

Fig. 3. Number of citations per year for the R package W2CWM2C spanning the time
nterval 24/11/2012—31/12/2022. Data come from Google Scholar.

o find out the direction of causation when two or more time series are
nalysed and it is not so evident the cause–effect relationship between
hese series (variables).
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